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ABSTRACT

While promising, VoLTE has been going through a bumpy ride
in its deployment. After its ﬁrst commercial launch in 2012 [3],
only 20 carriers out of 480 LTE networks have deployed VoLTE by
October 2015 [4]. Among them, most carriers do not offer massive deployment. For example, the ﬁrst rollout in major US carriers (Verizon, AT&T, and T-Mobile) was in late 2014, but until
now, its nationwide deployment has not been achieved yet [5,6]. In
fact, most carriers kept on promising but deferring its public launch
again and again [7].
Inspired by such strenuous deployment, we seek to explore why.
Our goal is two-fold. First, we conduct an assessment on VoLTE
and investigate whether it is worth the effort to deploy VoLTE
based on its performance, deployment cost and operation complexity, as well as beneﬁts offered to different parties; second, we explore whether there exists an alternative lightweight voice solution,
achieving comparable voice performance but at lower cost. Intuitively, our study is motivated by one common wisdom. We believe
that strenuous deployment is often associated with inherent technical hurdles beyond operations.
To this end, we ﬁrst investigate the current VoLTE solution from
its deployment cost and operational complexity. It does require
sophisticated support at the infrastructure. Speciﬁcally, IMS (IP
Multimedia Subsystem), as well as complex functions, are needed
inside the LTE network, leading to heavy investment cost and operational complexity. We further compare performance of VoLTE and
popular VoIP applications (e.g., Skype, Hangouts) when running in
the LTE network. To our surprise, we discover that VoLTE offers
no categorically better quality than VoIP in most cases. Moreover,
we identify that the key quality guarantee comes from its cellularspeciﬁc QoS management, irrelevant to complex IMS. This implies
that it is possible to enable PS-based voice solution in a simpler
form.
Consequently, we propose VO LTE*, a lightweight voice solution to 4G LTE networks. Its core idea is to largely retain the Internet VoIP scheme at the device, while leveraging the priority service
offered by the LTE core network. The LTE network only needs to
offer modest (and existing) support for priority services, without
implementing complex IMS and auxiliary functions. Instead, we
largely leverage the existing VoIP service over the top.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. §2 describes basic
background on VoLTE. §3 investigates the cost and performance of
VoLTE. §4 and §5 present the design and discussion of VO LTE*,
respectively. §6 compares with related work. §7 presents the future
work and §8 concludes the paper.

VoLTE is the designated voice solution to the LTE network. Its
early deployment is ongoing worldwide. In this work, we report an
assessment on VoLTE. We show that VoLTE offers no categorically
better quality than popular VoIP applications in all tested scenarios
except some congested scenarios. Given the high cost on infrastructure upgrade, we argue that VoLTE, in its current form, might not
warrant the deployment effort. We sketch VO LTE*, a lightweight
voice solution from which all parties of users, LTE carriers, and
VoIP service providers may beneﬁt.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Voice is a simple, yet vital service to billions of mobile users. It
has been a killer application in mobile network since its origin. For
sake of guaranteed quality of service (QoS), voice calls have been
traditionally supported through circuit-switched (CS) technology,
where a dedicated channel (or circuit) is established for the transmission of voice trafﬁc. However, this scheme becomes invalid
any longer, as mobile network is rapidly advancing to Long Term
Evolution (LTE), the 4th-generation (4G) standard, which supports
packet-switched (PS) technology only. As a result, voice service
has to migrate from CS to PS, due to this fundamental, irreversible
change in LTE network architecture.
VoLTE (Voice over LTE) is thus proposed to fulﬁll this evolution [1, 2]. Its design seems quite straightforward. It carries
voice trafﬁc in packets over the IP-based LTE network, no longer
through an dedicated circuit. To facilitate voice communication,
each VoLTE call also maintains a separate signaling session. This
is akin to Voice-over-IP (VoIP) over the Internet. To ensure carriergrade call quality comparable to CS calls, it leverages high-priority
delivery offered by the LTE network for both signaling and voice
sessions.
∗
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VOLTE PRIMER

VoLTE (Voice over LTE) [1,2] is designated as the ultimate voice
solution to the 4G LTE mobile users. It seeks to migrate the tradi-
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Figure 1: LTE network architecture with(out) VoLTE.

tional circuit-switched (CS) voice service to the packet-switched
(PS) one. As illustrated in Figure 1, each VoLTE call maintains
two communication sessions, one on the data plane and the other
on the control plane. The control-plane session is to exchange the
call signaling messages through the popular Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [8]. The data-plane session handles the voice packet
delivery via the Internet Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [9]; it
is established on demand by the control-plane session. To ensure
call quality comparable to typical CS calls, it leverages the multiple
service classes (e.g., the guaranteed bit rate and different priorities)
offered by LTE. Both of VoLTE signaling and voice are delivered
through the LTE’s data channel that serves normal data services,
but are offered higher priority than the data services.
Two subsystems in LTE networks are involved in the VoLTE operation. The ﬁrst one is the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) core,
which is developed to support all-IP telephony and multimedia services [2]. It consists of the media gateway and the VoLTE server.
The media gateway is to deliver real-time multimedia (e.g., voice)
trafﬁc to VoLTE users, or to traditional telephony users. The VoLTE
server provides call session control functions among the device, the
media gateway and the 4G gateway. Note that the IMS core is not
limited to the VoLTE support. It can be further upgraded to support
other multimedia services, such as video conference call.
The second one is the existing packets-switched delivery subsystem. Its major component is the 4G gateway, akin to edge routers
in the Internet. Its main role is to offer PS connectivity to and from
the mobile device. To support VoLTE, the 4G gateway relays packets on both control and data planes between the device and the IMS
core. In addition, the 4G gateway is also responsible for other control functions, e.g., IP address allocation, packet ﬁltering, policy
enforcement and charging support.

3.

Deployment and Operation Cost

The deployment is driven by two goals: voice call service among
VoLTE users, and phone calls between VoLTE users and traditional phone users. Therefore, the deployment cost comes from
two sources. The operator has to newly deploy the IMS core, and
has to make changes on existing subsystems. In this case, two existing subsystems (PS domain, OAM (Operation, Administration and
Maintenance) [10]) in the current 4G network infrastructure need
to be updated. In addition, the CS domain components in 2G/3G
infrastructure also need to be upgraded to support SRVCC (Single Radio Voice Call Continuity) [11], which migrates an ongoing
4G VoLTE call to the 2G/3G CS call once the user leaves the 4G
coverage.
Speciﬁcally, the IMS core needs to be deployed. During VoLTE
operations, it interacts with the mobile device, and potentially the
legacy phone systems to translate the VoLTE signals and voice
packets to the CS-based format. The PS subsystem in the LTE
network needs to upgrade all four components: the user device, the
4G gateway, the base station and the mobility management entity.
Its OAM needs to be updated to support new functions for VoLTE
users: call charging and device authentication. In the legacy 2G/3G
networks, the mobility component MSC (Mobile Switch Center)
needs to be upgraded to interact with 4G VoLTE users.
In contrast, existing VoIP services (e.g., Skype, Hangouts) do not
require new deployment or infrastructure upgrade on the LTE network. We also note that translation servers are already deployed for
years. They enable calls to traditional phone users from the VoIP
user. However, we do identify a subtle issue for roaming users.
Consider the scenario when the 4G network does not have full
geographic coverage. When the user leaves the 4G coverage, the
standard 4G→2G/3G handoff procedure is triggered. The ongoing
VoIP call is then migrated from the 4G to the 2G/3G network. This
process does not require infrastructure upgrade. Carriers leverage
the existing servers from the VoIP service providers, and rely on
the conventional handoffs to handle the insufﬁcient 4G coverage.
However, the charging function needs collaboration between the
4G carrier and the VoIP providers. In the current practice, Internet
VoIP users are not billed by the service providers unless the calls
are with traditional phone users.

3.2

Comparable Call Performance

We compare VoLTE and VoIP service (Google Hangouts is used)
in terms of call setup time, voice performance and call drop rate.
We conduct a medium-scale experiment: 10 static locations, 20
routes for mobility, and 50 people who are involved in the subjective test of voice performance. We show that they have comparable performance in all three aspects. However, VoLTE performs
better in some congested scenarios . Note that we consider the
locations with different signal strength based on user perception:
strong (> −90 dBm), medium (∈ (−115, −90] dBm), and weak
(≤ −115 dBm), which indicates the weakest level of the phone’s
signal strength icon.
Note that VoLTE is still at its early stage, so its performance may
be further improved after more feedbacks are collected.
Call Setup Time.
We examine the call setup time in four call
scenarios: (1) VoLTE-to-VoLTE; (2) Hangouts-to-Hangouts; (3)

VOLTE OR NO VOLTE?

We now take a step back by looking at alternative solutions to
voice service over mobile networks. Our ﬁrst choice is the popular
Internet VoIP applications, which can directly operate over the IPbased LTE network.
Conceptually, the Internet VoIP solution follows design tenets
different from VoLTE. It uses the best-effort service offered by
the Internet, but relies on the end-device intelligence to improve
voice quality. This works well with the increasing capabilities at
the smartphone device. In contrast, VoLTE still mainly relies on
the network infrastructure and phone hardware chip for call quality assurance, though it does migrate some functions to the phone
software.
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VoLTE-to-CS; (4) Hangouts-to-CS, where A-to-B represents that
the caller with technology A makes a call to the callee with technology B. We thus assess both calls using the same technology and
calls requiring PS/CS translation. The call setup time is the duration from the time the caller dials to that the callee’s phone rings.
Figure 2 plots the call setup time for the tested four cases in two
areas with weak and strong signal strength, where both the caller
and the callee stay. The result of the medium signal strength is similar and omitted. We make two observations. First, the call setup
time performed by Hangouts is comparable to that of VoLTE when
both users use the same technology (i.e., Scenarios (1) and (2)).
They have median values around 5.0 seconds with smaller than
10% difference in three kinds of signal strength. Neither is better in
all cases. Second, when the PS and CS translation is needed (i.e.,
Scenarios (3) and (4)), Hangout requires 3.7–4.8 more seconds in
the median values than VoLTE.
As a result, the control-plane performance by the signaling
servers of VoLTE and Hangouts is comparable. However, when
both PS and CS domains are involved, the translating gateway in
the LTE network yields better performance than the Hangouts service provider.
Voice Quality. We compare voice quality of VoLTE and Hangouts. Since we are unable to capture VoLTE voice packets, which
are handled within the hardware, we cannot apply traditional evaluation techniques of VoIP to conduct the comparison. We thus compare the recorded audio of the VoLTE and Hangouts calls. For the
tested audio samples, we use four reference speech materials from
ITU (International Telecommunication Union) recommendations.
They include two male and two female American English speakers. Each consists of four simple, meaningful, and short sentences.
We do comparison study based on the subjective measurement
method stipulated by ITU [12]. The subjective approach is used
because the perception and evaluation of the voice performance is
ultimately subject to users. The tests include both ACR (Absolute
Category Rating) and CCR (Comparison Category Rating). ACR
requires testers to give opinion scales from 1 to 5 on the quality
of the audio they heard. In CCR tests, testers are presented with
a pair of VoLTE and Hangouts audio ﬁles on each trial, and then
give a score from -3 (much worse) to 3 (much better). The score, 0,
denotes about the same. Note that the order of the pair audio ﬁles
is randomly chosen for each trial.
The audio is transmitted through the call from the sender phone,
and recorded at the receiver phone. We prevent background noise
from our recordings. The tested audio sample is played by a computer to the sender phone through a connected audio line. The
audio received by the receiver phone is forwarded to a computer
through another connected audio line, and then recorded by a software, called Audacity [13], in 16-bit, 44.1kHz format. We also
keep the volume settings of all computers and phones identical for
all the experiments.
We do three recordings for each of four tested samples in each
scenario. We consider ﬁve scenarios: (1) both phones are in the
strong-signal area, (2) both are in the weak-signal, (3) the receiver
is in a crowded but strong-signal area, (4) the receiver is in mobility
(crossing cells), and (5) the receiver is in the strong-signal area and
the sender is a CS-based phone. Note that in latter three scenarios,
the sender has strong signals. We recruit 50 university students to
do subject measurement, and the experiment settings required by
ITU [12] are as follows. The tests are conducted in a quiet room
with around 90 m3 by eligible listeners (e.g., they have not participated in any subjective test during the recent six months). Each
test takes around 35 minutes, so the listener’s fatigue is considered
negligible.
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Figure 3: Voice quality comparison between VoLTE and Hangouts (VoIP).

Figure 3(left) shows the average ACR scores of VoLTE and
Hangouts audio in the ﬁve scenarios. In Cases (1), (2) and (4),
the differences between VoLTE and Hangouts in all the cases are
below 0.2. They can be considered to be comparable. In both
Cases (3) and (5), VoLTE performs better than Hangouts by about
0.4. It shows that the former’s high-priority bearers are effective in
the crowded area and its translating gateway for CS performs better. Figure 3(right) shows the average CCR scores by comparing
VoLTE with Handouts. The results are similar to the ACR scores.
Except Cases (3) and (5), they are comparable. Note that ITU recommends that both ACR and CCR should be considered for their
average values.Note that our ﬁnding that VoLTE and VoIP are comparable, is consistent with other studies. For example, NSN (Nokia
Siemens Network) Smart Labs claimed that from their experimental results [14], VoLTE and VoIP applications achieved a pretty similar mean opinion score (MOS), which is a numerical indication of
the users’ perceived quality of received media after compression
and/or transmission.
Call Drop Rate.
We consider the call drop rate mainly in
three cases. We ﬁrst test the static case for 10 locations with
strong/medium/weak signal strength. We test two mobility cases
without and with inter-system switch (e.g., 4G→2G/3G). Each mobility case has 10 different routes. Each location or route is tested
with 20 2-minute calls. It is observed that the call drop rates of
VoLTE and VoIP are comparable. Both of them do not have any
call drop in the static case. In the mobility case without intersystem switch, VoLTE does not drop any calls, whereas VoIP has
small ratio of 0.5%. When an inter-system switch occurs, their
call drop rates increase to 8% and 4%, respectively. VoLTE has
a higher drop rate, rooted in its SRVCC. It proceeds an intricate
cross-system/domain handoff. Speciﬁcally, a VoLTE call has to be
migrated from a 4G packet-switched voice service to a 3G circuitswitched service (i.e., cross-system/domain handoff). However, the
VoIP calls do not require to cross domains, but switch only between
different PS systems, 4G PS and 3G PS. Its procedure is much less
complex than that of crossing both systems and domains. The complex procedure results in higher failure rates of VoLTE.

4.

VOLTE* DESIGN

We now describe a new proposal, called VO LTE* (shown in Figure 4), which seeks to achieve the best of both worlds. VO LTE*
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Service Class
First
Business
Deluxe Economy
Economy

PS Domain

4G Gateway
High Priority
Bearer

Internet
VoIP
Service

Description
Akin to VoLTE
Always better than best-effort
Better than best-effort when needed
Best Effort

Table 1: Four service classes of VO LTE*.

Figure 4: VO LTE* overview.
the existing VoIP services, so that it does not need to deploy the
IMS core. To guarantee the performance of VoIP signaling/voice
outside its network, carriers can rely on the IPX (Internetwork
Packet Exchange).
Third, the detection of congestion occurrence needs to be supported for the Deluxe Economy class.
It can be done by the
existing LTE mechanism of packet delay budget (PDB) for the
VoIP bearers. PDB deﬁnes an upper bound for the packet delay
between the phone and the 4G gateway. When PDB is not met
due to non-radio-quality issues (learned from the base station), the
LTE network upgrades the VoIP bearer to Business class. Once the
PDB of all Economy users in a cell is satisﬁed, the users will be
downgraded back to the Economy class. Fourth, most VoIP service
providers rely on peer-to-peer voice communication. Carriers can
enable Mobile-to-Mobile communication for the voice session. If
both VoLTE* ends belong to the same carrier network, they can
exchange voice packets directly through the LTE network without
reaching the Internet.
We want to note two things. First, the VoLTE* service can support the handover from 4G to 2G/3G systems without additional requirements on the network. The reason is that VoLTE* is a packetswitched service, which is supported by all of 2G/3G/4G systems.
Therefore, the handover involves only an inter-system switch,
which has been supported by most of mobile networks [17].However, the data rate of 2G/3G might not always satisfy the demand
of VoLTE*; it varies with carriers or locations [18]. For example,
the average upload/download rate in Sprint 3G is merely 0.6 Mbps
/ 1.2 Mbps, whereas the average upload/download rate in T-Mobile
is 7.4 Mbps / 31 Mbps [18]. Second, VoLTE* can meet the common lawful requirements of mobile carriers, such as emergency
calls, interception of suspicious calls, tracking of users’ locations,
etc. For the dialing of emergency calls, VoLTE* can leverage the
Emergency Bearer Service procedure [17], which is stipulated by
the standard, to establish a bearer for the emergent services. However, the other two requirements can also be supported by VoIP
service providers or/and carriers. For example, Microsoft allows
FBI to access its Skype system to intercept calls [19]and carriers
can help VoIP service providers to track the VoLTE* users’ locations by their IP addresses. Since VoLTE* users’ IP addresses are
assigned by carriers (4G:P-GW [20], 2G/3G:GGSN [20], or carriers’ NAT servers), carriers can obtain the IMSIs (International
Mobile Subscriber Identity) [21] of VoLTE* users by their IP addresses and discover their locations through the paging procedure
using IMSIs [20, 22].

uses the Internet VoIP scheme, but leverages the priority service
offered by the LTE network infrastructure. We show that both LTE
carriers and mobile users can beneﬁt from this solution alternative.
On one hand, it will serve the general public well for its lower cost
and comparable quality to VoLTE, as well as more choices. On the
other hand, operators also gain from the prioritized delivery in LTE
networks.
Note that we are not championing to abandon VoLTE. VoLTE
remains appealing to certain niche user groups who demand highquality, guaranteed voice calls all the time (e.g., police ofﬁcers,
company executives, medical emergency workers). The carriers
with the VoLTE deployment can serve these kinds of demands.
However, VO LTE* is proposed for the carriers which do not afford or are reluctant to spend the cost of the VoLTE deployment
and maintenance.

4.1

VO LTE*: How it Works
VO LTE* supports four service classes of call services, as shown
in Table 1. This is to exploit the diverse priority bearers offered
by the LTE infrastructure. We retain two classes for VoLTE (i.e.,
First class) and best-effort VoIP (i.e., Economy class). Note that the
ﬁrst class offers the VoLTE-like call quality, but does not rely on the
VoLTE deployment. The Business class always offers better service
than Economy. Carriers may provide it using the bearer with the
priority-level 7 [15], which is also assigned for voice. Both control
and data planes can be carried at this priority level. Note that, this
bearer has higher priority than that used for the Economy class (i.e.,
9), but has lower priority than those used for VoLTE control (i.e., 1)
and data (i.e., 2) planes. Users of the Economy class thus pay less
than that of the First class. The Deluxe Economy class provides
users with adaptive VoIP service. A user is typically served as the
Economy class, but will be adaptively upgraded to the Business
class whenever needed (e.g., too much resource is consumed by
Economy users). This enables the user to receive call service better
than Economy but worse than Business.
VO LTE* aims to put more functions into the user device and
seeks for the network to provide only compact support for voice.

4.1.1

Functions at User Device

The VO LTE* application is given privilege to manage the bearers by sending AT commands [16] to the hardware of user device.
The AT commands are deﬁned for the software to control network
service access. They are commonly used in practice. For example, Android OS uses them to dial call and establish data connections through Radio Interface Layer (RIL). By AT commands,
VO LTE* is capable of activating, modifying and deactivating its
serving bearers.

4.1.2

4.2

VO LTE* Beneﬁts All Parties
We believe that mobile users, carriers, and VoIP service
providers can all beneﬁt from VO LTE*.
Mobile Users: Better Services at Cheaper Fare.
Users beneﬁt from VO LTE* in both lower charge and richer services (e.g.,
video calls). First, the charge for call service can be cheaper. A
survey [23] shows that an American user spends averagely around
450 minutes per month when talking over the phone. We compare
the current 1-minute-call charge between typical cellular call service and VoIP service (Hangouts is used) in four major US carriers
based on the average usage (i.e., 450 mins) and heavy usage (i.e.,

Essential Support at Network

In the network, four major supports are required. First, the network provides only differential pipe service, but does not manage
them. It initially creates two VoIP bearers for signaling and voice.
Afterwards, the differential priority services are conﬁgured upon
the VO LTE* application’s request. Second, the network leverages
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Charge (cent/min)
450 mins
900 mins
Hangouts
450/900 mins

Cellular Call

T-Mobile
6.7
3.3
1.2

AT&T
8.9
4.4
1.2

Verizon
7.8
3.9
0.6

Sprint
6.7
3.3
0.9

Technical Drawbacks.
VO LTE* does not support two major
network features which are leveraged by VoLTE. First, VO LTE*
does not support the VoLTE-like energy saving mechanism. VoLTE
uses a ﬁxed packetization interval, 20 ms, so that base stations can
schedule voice packets delivery for better energy saving. However,
the sizes of VoIP packets usually vary. Second, VO LTE* does not
support the VoLTE-like coverage enhancement, where the Transmission Time Interval (TTI) bundling [25] is employed. It transmits duplicate VoLTE voice packets in consecutive time slots (up
to 4) while users are at the cell edges. Based on the estimation of a
report [26], it can improve uplink coverage by 2−4 dB.
Moreover, VO LTE* requires carriers to spend efforts on developing a set of new interfaces, which are used by VoIP service
providers to employ the mobile networks’ high-priority bearers. It
is because they have not been proposed in the literature or deﬁned
in the standard. Without prudent designs, they may make a security
breach toward the core network, because they allow the network
outsiders to manipulate the core network operations.

Table 2: The charge comparison of cellular call and Hangouts
call service from four major US carriers.

900 mins). For all the carriers, most plans have either unlimited
call with an amount of data service or data service only. We thus
consider the charge of call service based on the former plans with
the smallest amount of data service, and then subtract the charge
of the data service from their total price. The charge of the data
services is based on the data plane with the most expensive data
unit, i.e., 1 GB data service only. We can then obtain the monthly
price, from $30 to $40, and, from $10 to $20, for the unlimited call
service only and 1 GB data service only, respectively.
The comparison results are given in Table 2. In Hangouts, the total volume of signaling and voice packets is around 0.6 MB (signaling takes 9.3% of trafﬁc) per 1-minute call. Note that we consider
the volume of signaling messages based on the average call duration of an American, 1.8 minutes [24]. For example, there are 250
calls with 450 minutes. We observe that the 1-minute-call charge
for Hangout and cellular voice for normal users is ¢0.6-¢1.2 and
¢3.3-¢8.9 per minute, respectively. The 1-minute call charge for
cellular voice service is 2.8−13.0 times than that of Hangouts. It
shows that users still beneﬁt from VO LTE* of better voice quality
even when carriers double the charge for the Business and Deluxe
Economy service classes.
Second, multimedia call services are already provided by current VoIP service providers, whereas VoLTE mostly supports voice
calls only to date. For example, Hangouts supports video call and
multimedia content sharing (e.g., slides) during a call, and such
multimedia services are quite mature and stable already. In contrast, VoLTE is still at its early deployment stage with basic voice
call service.
Note that not all consumers are willing to pay for the prioritized
VoIP trafﬁc. This is why we propose four different service classes
of VoLTE*. If some consumers do not want to pay for it or are
reluctant to pay too much, they can still have voice service with
lower classes. Moreover, we believe that the service classes with
trafﬁc prioritization can still be cheaper than VoLTE, since VoLTE*
does not require the high cost of IMS deployment.
Carriers: Get More Revenue from Priority Delivery. According to [23], mobile users spend less time on talking, while taking
more time on text messaging and Internet access. Call services via
VoLTE thus generate less revenue for operators over time. With
VO LTE*, operators avoid deployment cost and maintenance of
VoLTE, yet still providing their 4G users with comparable voice
service. New revenue streams also come from the prioritized delivery service by the carrier network. Moreover, the offered services
can be easily extended to other multimedia ones, such as video conference calls, with the help of current VoIP services.
VoIP Service Providers: More Active Users. For VoIP service
providers, although they provide carriers with free voice service,
they beneﬁt from more active users who remain online more often
when accessing VoIP services.

5.

Non-technical Drawbacks. VO LTE* requires carriers to collaborate with VoIP service providers, but the sharing of both customers and the revenue may bring carriers some business concerns.
We here present two examples, but the concerns are not limited
to them. First, carriers may have risks of hurting their business
by sharing customers. For example, the VoIP providers may do
other commercial behaviors, which cannot be controlled by the carriers, to the customers, and they may cause customers’ complaints.
Moreover, it is difﬁcult to resolve the sharing issues, if the collaboration of VoIP providers and carriers is terminated.
Second, it may be more difﬁcult than usual for carriers to push
new services. Once they rely on the VoIP providers to offer multimedia services, their plans would be impeded by the providers. In
addition, they require to share the revenue of new services with the
VoIP providers, and determine a new business model for each new
service.

6.

RELATED WORK

VoLTE has been actively investigated in industry (e.g., [26–28])
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DISCUSSION

We here discuss both technical and non-technical drawbacks of
VO LTE*. They may be the reasons why carriers will still keep
VoLTE but not switch to VO LTE*, even if the high cost of IMS
deployment is required.
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interim solutions since they require non-LTE networks (3G/2G). In
this work, we focus on the voice solution that uses LTE only.
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FUTURE WORK

In order to promote VoLTE*, we plan to pursue the following
two items in our future work.
An Automated Tool for Large-scale Experiments.
For the
large-scale experiments of the comparison between VoLTE and
VoIP applications, we seek to develop an automated tool of trace
collection and release it to normal users. It will collect the traces
which are required for three performance metrics of call performance: call setup time, call drop rate and voice quality. To measure
the former two metrics, the tool will record the signaling messages
of call setup, call accept, and call failure. To gauge the voice quality, it will log the voice packets of both VoLTE and VoIP applications, and apply the evaluation techniques of VoIP performance.
Promoting VoLTE* to the Industry.
We plan to promote
VoLTE* to not only the carriers which have not deployed VoLTE,
but also the 5G standardization groups. First, we will seek the opportunities to collaborate with any carriers to deploy VoLTE*. We
can learn whether there are any more practical issues, and then address them. We can further gain the lessons of how the Internet
service providers and carriers collaborate to offer services, which
can be applied to the future mobile Internet services. Second, we
will actively participate in the standardization process of 5G to promote VoLTE*.

8.

CONCLUSION

Bearing the telecom-based design mindset, VoLTE calls for substantial upgrades on the infrastructure side (complex functions in
the core), and device updates as well. In this work, we offer an
assessment on whether it warrants the effort to deploy VoLTE or
not. Our criteria are based on its deployment cost and operation
complexity, as well as the beneﬁts offered to different parties. It is
unfortunate, that our answer seems to be negative. Though VoLTE
remains appealing to those niche groups of users who demand highquality, high-reliability, guaranteed calls all the time, it is not necessary to be so complex.
The lesson we learned is that VoLTE leverages the higher priority
services (compared with the low-priority, best-effort delivery) in
mobile networks to ensure quality calls. The priority services are
provided by the LTE network, but not from the IMS subsystem.
The VoLTE implementation thus does not require the deployment
of IMS, a main roadblock for its fast rollout. As the device becomes
more powerful over time, it is prudent to place more intelligence at
the device rather than the network. It soulds obvious to the Internet
community, but not to the mobile networking camp in practice.
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